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The Active Share Myth

Smith Group Economic Scorecard
Economic Concept

Asset,
Liability,
or
Neutral

Key Indicators

Comments

Consumer Spending

Consumer Confidence (YOY), Retail
Sales, Consumer Confidence
(10YrMA), Real PCE, Disposable
Income, Confidence

Consumption inputs are assets almost across the board, except for retail sales. Consumer
confidence is still elevated compared to the last 10 yrs rising on a YOY basis. YOY real
personal consumption growth is a positive as is growth in disposable income. Retail sales
growth is a neutral.

Credit Environment

Loan officer credit conditions survey,
Small Business Credit Availability
survey, Consumer Credit growth, C
& I Credit growth

Loan officers are getting marginally tougher when extending consumer credit. But Small
Businesses is finding credit increasingly easier to get. Growth in loan balances is expanding
better than asset thresholds for both consumers and businesses. With three positive
indicators this concept is an asset.

Employment

New Jobless Claims, Change in
Private Employment, Job Openings,
NFIB Hiring Plans

All employment indicators are exceptionally strong making the concept the most positive
driver in the scorecard. New jobless claims have only been this low once since the 1970s.
Job openings have accelerated to new all-time highs. Growth in private sector employment
is well above the asset threshold at 2.3%. Small business hiring plans have completely
normalized.

Energy

WTI - YOY, WTI vs 10yr MA, Pump
Prices, Nat'l Gas, Energy Intensity,
Energy Imports

Near term the price drop has a negative effect on CAPEX and employment. Long term the
benefits are consumers with extra cash to spend and lower business input costs. The sharp
YOY drop in energy prices across the board make this concept an asset. Energy intensity is
improving and energy imports continue to fall.

Household Wealth

Net Worth (YOY%), Net Worth (% of
Peak), Debt Service Ratio, House
Prices, Stock Prices

Rising house and stock prices continue to push household wealth to new highs. Yet, the pace
of growth has slowed. The HH debt service ratio continues to be near record lows, but has
stopped improving.

Housing

Housing starts, Case-Shiller prices,
NAHB Survey, Mortgage applications,
Mortgage rates

Almost all of the housing indicators are better than asset thresholds. Housing starts are
picking up. Price appreciation is not robust, but is still firm. There is even a brisk pace of
mortgage applications for purchase. The uptick in mortgage rates is negative.

Interest Rate
Environment

Fed Funds Rate, Yield Curve, Change
in 10-year Treasury rate, Change in
Fed balance sheet assets

Interest rates have been rising recently, but the YOY change in the 10-yr is still down. The
Fed balance sheet is marginally shrinking, but by such a small amount that no one has really
noticed. Yes, the Fed Target Rate is poised to begin rising. But rates are still so historically
low that it would be difficult to call the interest rate environment anything but stimulative.

Business Spending

CAPEX Orders, CAPEX Shipments,
CAPEX Surveys, NFIB Small Bus
CAPEX Plans

Both large and small businesses are planning to invest at the margin in CAPEX, but not
broadly enough to make sentiment a concept asset. In addition, while they say plans are to
increase spending, actual YOY growth in new CAPEX orders has actually turn negative and
shipments are growing at a slower pace.

International

JP Morgan Global PMI, CESI Europe,
CESI EM, CESI Japan, Baltic Dry
Index, Currency

The impact of international is a mixed bag. The Citi Econ Surprise indices around the world
are mostly neutral with little upside or downside momentum. Japanese momentum is quite
strong. PMI indices mostly show slower growth. USD strength has been a sales growth
impediment. USD strength is ST negative, but sustained global economic growth is a
positive. Significant headlines abound, but broader global growth impacts are muted.

U.S. Debt and
Budget

Interest Payments on National Debt,
Maturity Distribution, Deficit & Total
Debt, Debt-to-GDP

With the average maturity of US debt below five years we worry about the long-term impact
of rising interest rates on the US debt burden. However, short-term the deficit continues to
improve incrementally, debt to GDP has stopped rising, and debt service relative to total
outlays is actually falling a bit.
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Smith Group Market Scorecard
Market Concept

Asset,
Liability,
or
Neutral

Key Indicators

Comments

Asset Flows

Mutual fund flows, Institutional
Searches, foreign purchases of U.S.
securities, ETF flows, ICI DomEq
Flows,

While flows out of equity mutual funds have been dramatic, they have been more than
offset by inflows to ETFs. Foreigners are still buyers of US equities as well.

Liquidity

Fed Balance Sheet (FRED-WALCL)
(YOY%), BOJ Balance Sheet (FREDJPNASSETS) (YOY%), ECB Balance
Sheet (FRED-ECBASSETS) (YOY%),
Cash in Money Mkt Funds v. 5yr ave

While the Fed balance sheet is modestly shrinking, it is still higher on a YOY basis, making it
a neutral indicator. The BOJ balance sheet is increasing at a fast YOY pace and is an asset.
ECB will be an asset soon if they maintain the current pace of purchases. Cash in money
market funds is flat with the 5yr ave, but cash balances in managed mutual funds are at
high levels. Overall the buying power of investors is still plentiful.

Earnings

F12M YOY EPS Growth, FY2 Diffusion,
Guidance, FY2 Diffusion (4-wk
change), S&P 500 F12M Expected
Growth, % Pos Surp (Latest Report)

Earnings indicators have improved enough to make this concept a neutral from a negative.
The diffusion ratio (#positive to #negative revisions) has recovered from low levels.
Forward growth expectations are still modest, but have ticked up in recent weeks to above
the neutral threshold. Recent earnings surprise experience is in line with the LT ave.

Macro

Citi Econ Surprise US, Citi Econ
Surprise G10, Citi Econ Surprise
China, ISM New Orders Manf, ISM
New Orders Services

Economic Surprise index in the US is at low levels but has moved back up to neutral
territory. All other CESI indices are in neutral territory as well with the exception of China.
ISM New orders for both Manufacturing and Services are assets.

Sentiment

AAII Bull/Bear (contrarian), Inv Intel
Bull/Bear (contrarian), Retail AA (ICI
DomEq/Total), AAII Allocation
Survey

AAII survey bull/bear ratio is close to flashing a contrarian buy signal. Inv Intelligence
survey is less optimistic, which is a contrarian indicator, but is still a marginal liability.
Institutional investors are underweight to long term averages, which is positive for the longterm outlook. AAII allocation survey shows retail allocations have risen to just below the
liability threshold. Overall, sentiment has moved up to neutral from a liability

Geopolitical Risks

Disruptive global events

International headlines are full of risks that could have an impact on investor confidence,
but so far seem to have had little impact on the trajectory of US stocks despite some dayto-day volatility. Oil prices seem to have stabilized. We still keep this concept as a liability
because of the potential for disruptive events.

Revenues

FY2 Diffusion, FY2 Diffusion (4-wk
change), S&P 500 F12M YOY%, %
Pos Surp (Latest Report)

Sales growth expectations have worsened and reported sales for the first quarter were
disappointing. Sales diffusion has improved from low levels, but with expectations so low
this concept is considered a liability.

Valuation

S&P500 F12M PE v 10 yr ave,
S&P500 F12M PE v 20 yr ave, S&P
500 PB v 10 yr ave, S&P 500 F12M
EY v BAA, Graham & Dodd CAPE

Valuation, is not a good market timing indicator, but is mostly stretched making it a
headwind. The PE v 10 yr ave is in liability territory. Against the 20 yr ave it is still neutral,
but approaching the liability threshold. Graham & Dodd CAPE is a liability and EY relative to
bond yields has moderated.
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Disclosures
Founded in 1995, Smith Asset Management Group, L.P. (“Smith Group”) is a registered investment advisor that specializes in equity investment
management services. The firm manages assets for a diverse list of clients, which includes foundations, endowments, corporate pensions, public funds,
multi-employer plans and high-net worth individuals. Effective Jan. 1, 2006, the firm was redefined to exclude wrap SMA business. Smith Group claims
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). Smith Group has received a firm-wide verification for the period Jan. 1, 1996 Mar. 31, 2015. To receive a complete list and description of Smith Group’s composites and/or a presentation that adheres to the GIPS® standards,
contact John Brim, CFA at (214) 880-4608, or write to Smith Group, 100 Crescent Court, Suite 1150, Dallas, TX 75201, or john@smithasset.com. The
S&P 500, Russell 1000 Growth, and Russell 1000 Value indices, are unmanaged indices of the shares of large U.S. corporations. The Russell 2000 and
Russell 2000 Growth indices, are unmanaged indices of the shares of small U.S. corporations. The MSCI ACWI (All-Country World Index) and Russell
Global Large Cap indices are free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted indices designed to measure the equity market performance of

developed and emerging markets. All index performance includes capital appreciation and reinvested dividends and is presented gross of fees.
Earnings Surprise: According to many academic studies, earnings surprise has had a positive relationship to relative performance in most time periods
and for most companies. However, this does not mean that this relationship exists for all time periods and for all companies. In the recent past, periods
coinciding with an inverse relationship between earnings surprise and relative performance have typically been periods in which corporate earnings are
not the focus of investors’ attention. Additionally, companies, which have had a chronic negative relationship between earnings surprise and relative
performance, are typically those companies whose earnings are not product-driven, such as commodity companies. There is no assurance that the
historic positive relationship between earnings surprise and relative performance will exist in the future. Nor is there any assurance that the historic ability
of Smith Group to forecast a high rate of positive earnings surprise companies will exist in the future.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. As with any investment vehicle, there is always a potential for profit as well as the
possibility of loss. Actual results may differ from composite returns, depending on account size, investment guidelines and/or restrictions,
inception date and other factors. Nothing contained in this presentation should be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security
or economic sector.
Investment manager peer rankings are based on the Callan Associates, Inc. Performance Evaluation Universes. Callan Associates, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
Nothing contained in this presentation should be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security or economic sector.
The material is based upon information we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as
such. Opinions included in this material are as of June 30, 2015 and are subject to change without prior notice.
This message is intended only for the designated recipient(s). It may contain confidential, privileged or proprietary information. This message does not
constitute an offering for investment interests. This message is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, advertisement or
public offering of investment interests. If you are not a designated recipient, you may not review, copy or distribute this message. If you receive this
message in error, please notify the sender by reply email and delete this message. Thank you.
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